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Motivation

Algorithm

Simulations were done varying the temperature and
irradiance and using both adaptive step size IC and the
fixed step size IC techniques for comparison.

Extracting maximum power available from solar panels
requires the system operating at maximum power point
(MPP). Therefore, finding the MPP is necessary for efficient
operation of photovoltaic (PV) arrays. Because MPP changes
with environmental changes, the operating point of PV
arrays need to be constantly adjusted to the new MPP.

This means we need to find the MPP fast and accurately to
avoid power loss. Traditionally, incremental conductance
(IC) technique with fixed step size was used to find the MPP,
which suffers from a trade-off between the convergence
speed and accuracy. I developed an IC algorithm with
adaptive step size, which mitigates the trade-off drastically
by achieving faster convergence speed without the loss of
accuracy.

Results and Conclusions

ΔI/ΔV is first measured, then it is compared
with -I/V. If ΔI/ΔV is less than -I/V, operating
voltage is decremented by the step size.
Similarly, if ΔI/ΔV is greater than -I/V,
operating voltage is incremented by the step
size. This process is then iterated until the MPP
is found. At each iteration, step size is
adaptively updated to ΔP/ΔV*exp(-M* vref ),
which allows for the MPP to be found with
much fewer iterations compared to the fixed
step size IC technique.

Above figures show how MPP shifts when temperature
changes from 50 °C to 0 °C , and how my algorithm
efficiently tracks MPP by adaptively changing step size. It
only took 12 iterations to find MPP with only 0.00004%
error with my algorithm, whereas the traditional
algorithm took 599 iterations to find the MPP. More
simulations were performed at different temperatures
and irradiances to test the robustness of the algorithm,
and the results are summarized in the table below. In all
the cases, my algorithm allowed for the MPP to be found
with much faster convergence speed with nearly the
same accuracy compared to the traditional algorithm.

Background

An IC algorithm finds MPP by comparing the incremental
conductance (ΔI/ΔV) with the instantaneous conductance
(-I/V), utilizing the fact that dP/dV at the MPP must be
zero. The operating point is at MPP if ΔI/ΔV is equal to -I/V.
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